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Abstract: For describing the interior of a spherical object in the general relativistic frame, some objects can be considered 

using the concept of perfect fluid spheres for simplicity. The absence of heat conduction and shear stress, and the presence of 

isotropic pressure are the characteristics of perfect fluid spheres. Previous works in this field constitute finding solutions for 

perfect fluid spheres in various coordinates. In this work, we are interested in generating anisotropic solution for fluid spheres. 

The particular property of anisotropy, which differs from the property of perfect fluid spheres, is that the radial pressure and the 

transverse pressure are not equal. One cause of anisotropy is the presence of charge inside an object. Anisotropic fluid spheres are 

models for describing a charged star such as a neutron star. An important tool in studying fluid sphere solutions is the solution 

generating algorithm. This technique can be used to generate new solution from known solutions without having to solve 

Einstein’s equation directly. The solution generating theorems for anisotropic fluid spheres are constructed in terms of the metric 

of spacetime. The other purpose is to classify the types of solution into seed and non-seed metrices. 
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1. Introduction 

General theory of relativity was first published in 1915, 

which introduced a completely new perspective in the 

understanding of physics. The theory presents new ideas about 

gravity. In classical physics, gravity is a force exerted by a 

mass, which attracts another mass in certain proximity. If the 

mass disappears, the force is suddenly lost. However, 

according to the general relativity, gravity is not a force. It is a 

consequence of a mass on spacetime. The spacetime within 

which the matter sits will be curved because of the presence of 

mass. This curvature is recognized as gravity. The other mass 

in proximity is also aware of the presence of gravity in 

spacetime. Anything that travels through spacetime has its 

speed limit not exceeding the speed of light. If the mass 

suddenly disappears, the other mass has to take the time to 

realize the missing gravity. The center of the theory is the 

Einstein’s field equations which express the relationship 

between mass (or energy) and the geometry of spacetime,  ��� = 8����.                 (1) 

The right hand side of the equation describes mass and energy, 

while the left hand side is the spacetime part of the equation. 

Einstein’s field equations are nonlinear differential equation 

with coupling variables. It is hard to solve the equation directly 

without any assumption or symmetry. The first physicist who 

solved for the exact solution was Karl Schwarzschild. He 

applied spherical symmetry to Einstein’s theory to explain the 

gravitational field produced by some objects in a model of fluid 

spheres [1]. After that, perfect fluid spheres became known as 

the first approximation in the construction of a realistic model 

for a general relativistic star [2-17]. 

We assume that all matter in a star can be equated to perfect 

fluid sphere, allowing for symmetry that makes Einstein’s 

field equations simpler. Perfect fluid spheres can represent a 

spherically symmetric ideal object which is filled by mass or 
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energy. The definitions for perfect fluid in this work differ 

from fluid mechanics. They are expressed in terms of 

energy-momentum-stress tensor ���;  

��� = 	�

 �
� �
� �
��
 ��� ��� ����
 ��� ��� ���
 �� �� �
�.           (2) 

The quantity ��� describes four momentum �� across the 

surface constant �� [3]. 

In general relativity, the three properties associated with 

perfect fluid are: no shear stress, no heat (energy) conduction, 

and isotropic pressure. In Veilbein formalism, these properties 

direct the energy-momentum-stress tensor of perfect fluid to 

the following diagonal matrix; 

����� � 	� 0 0 00 � 0 00 0 � 00 0 0 ��.             (3a) 

For the isotropic property, the pressure in every direction 

must be equal. Using equation (1), we obtain Einstein tensor ���  for perfect fluid spheres; and perfect fluid constraints ��̂�̂ � ����� � ��� �� . The hat symbols above the coordinates are 

used to represent the quantities in Veilbein formalism. This 

form has a non-coordinate basis and agrees with the observer’s 

view [2, 9-10, 15-17]. 

2. Solution Generating Theorems for 

Charged Anisotropy 

2.1. Anisotropy for a Spherical Symmetry Object 

Many solutions of Einstein’s field equations with perfect 

fluid constraints were explored in various coordinate systems 

[4-5]. Each solution explains different systems in different 

conditions. Recently, some algorithmic techniques have been 

developed to generate new solutions from known perfect fluid 

spheres [2]. This is very interesting because we no longer need 

to solve Einstein’s field equations directly to obtain the 

solutions. This concept also classifies the type of metric 

solution and exhibits the association of the solutions in distinct 

conditions.  

 

Figure 1. This figure shows the working of solution generating theorem [2, 9]. 

For finding solution generating theorems, a metric (or line 

element) of an object was written in suitable coordinate. By 

definition of the geometric element of Einstein’s field 

equation, ��� � ��� � �� ����, the Einstein tensor ���  can 

be obtained from the metric. We can set the perfect fluid 

constraints to ���  for ordinary differential equation, which 

can be used to build solution generating theorems. These 

theorems deform perfect fluid spheres in terms of spacetime 

geometry. 

In case of spherical objects with a charge on the inside, the 

electromagnetic charge makes the objects anisotropic. The 

radial pressure and the transverse pressure in these kinds of 

objects are unequal. The energy-momentum-stress tensor for 

anisotropy is 

����� � 	� 0 0 00 �� 0 00 0 �! 00 0 0 �!
�.           (3b) 

The constraint of perfect fluid spheres cannot be used in 

constructing solution generating theorems. Therefore, we have 

to set a new ordinary differential equation that satisfies 

anisotropic fluid spheres from Einstein’s equation. This 

equation gives an Einstein tensor that agrees with the 

anisotropic energy momentum stress tensor. This model is a 

primary model that can be applied to a real object in our 

universe; the neutron stars [2-17]. 

The type of compact star that a star will eventually become, 

in the end point, is up to the mass of the star. A neutron star is 

one type of an end point star. It is the result of gravitational 

collapse of a star into a very small size compared to the mass. 

The matter of the star is condensed and any chemical potential 

becomes broken up. Finally, there are only neutrons and 

elementary particles that remain in the star [18-19]. 

In studying neutron stars, the first object we can observe is 

pulsars, which is created from the rapid rotation of neutron 

stars. Pulsars are the key evidence of magnetic fields in the 

stars. Additionally, the large magnetic fields that can be 

observed indicate that the magnetic fields in a star are 

anisotropic [8]. Moreover, we also found that the matters of a 

neutron star constitute several particle types with different 

charges. The lightest charged particles, electrons, pass into the 

boundary and create an unbalanced electric field on the 

surface of the star. The electric field affects the 

energy-momentum-stress tensor, the tensor that was filled 

with four-momentum across the surface, which gives us the 

anisotropic pressure. A neutron star is an example of an 

anisotropic object that we are interested in for this study. 

2.2. Solution Generating Theorems for Charged Anisotropy 

2.2.1. Ordinary Differential Equation for Charged 

Anisotropy 

Suppose the solution of charged fluid spheres were defined 

as a specific metric [2-10, 17]  

"#� � �$
%&'�"(� ) *�+,-%�' ) &�".�        (4) 
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or with the notation /$
, 0
1. 

From Einstein’s field equation, we obtain the Einstein 

tensor [18-19] 

��̂�̂ = 2,34�5�36�3,��+3 ,                (5) 

 

����� = ,43�6�,34�6��+344,6�+37,7��+3 .          (6) 

 

Then setting ��̂�̂ − ����� = 8�Δ, we obtain a linear 

homogeneous second order ODE for $(&) 2&�0$77 + (&�07 − 20&)$7 +(2 − 20 + 07& + 16�Δ&�)$ = 0,         (7) 

which can be rearranged to a first order linear 

non-homogeneous equation in 0(&) (&�$7 + &$)07 + (2&�$77 − 2&$7 − 2$)0 +(2 + 16�Δ&�)$ = 0.               (8) 

Theorem 1. Suppose /$
(&), 0
(&)1 represents a charged 

fluid sphere. Define 

<
 = ( 3-(�)3-(�)6�3-4)�&� exp @2 A 3-4(�)3-(�) 3-(�)5�3-4(�)3-(�)6�3-4(�) "&B.   (9) 

Then for all C , the geometry defined by holding $
(&) 

fixed and setting 

"#� = −$
(&)�"(� + *�+,-(�)6DE-(�) + &�".�     (10) 

is also a charged fluid sphere. That is, the mapping of ��(C): /$
, 0
1 ↦ /$
, 0
 + C<
($
)1        (11) 

takes charged fluid spheres into charged fluid spheres. 

Furthermore, a second application of the transformation does 

not yield a new information; �� is “idempotent”, in the sense 

that ��(CH) ∘ … ∘ ��(C�) ∘ ��(C�):  /$
, 0
1 ↦ /$
, 0
 + (∑ CMHMN� )<
($
)1.       (12) 

For a general form ∏ �� ≜ ��HMN�                (13) 

the symbol ≜ represents “equality up to relabeling of the 

parameters”[2]. 

Proof for theorem 1. Assume the metric represents a 

charged fluid sphere 

"#� = −$
(&)�"(� + *�+,-(�) + &�".�.       (14) 

We know $
 and 0
 are solutions of charged fluid sphere. 

Therefore, they satisfy ODE (8)  

Q&�$7 + &$R 07 + (2&�$77 − 2&$7 − 2$)0 + (2 + 16�Δ&�)$
 = 0. 
If we modified the metric as 

"#� = −$
(&)�"(� + *�+,S(�) + &�".�,      (15) 

then 0�(&) = 0
(&) + C<
(&) . For this metric, $
  and 0� 

also satisfy charged fluid spheres  (&�$
7 + &$
)0�7 + (2&�$
77 − 2&$
7 − 2$
)0� +(2 + 16�Δ&�)$
 = 0.          (16) 

Substituting 0�(&) = 0
(&) + C<
(&) into equation (16) (&�$
7 + &$
)0
7 + (2&�$
77 − 2&$
7 − 2$
)0
 +(2&�$
77 − 2&$
7 − 2$
)0
 +(2&�$
77 − 2&$
7 − 2$
)CΔ
 + (2 + 16�Δ&�)$
 = 0. 
Using equation (8) gives (&�$
7 + &$
)CΔ7
 + (2&�$
77 − 2&$
7 − 2$
)CΔ
 = 0. 
This homogeneous first order differential equation in Δ
 

leads to 

Proof for idempotent property. For a second application of 

theorem 1, the mapping is ��(C�) ∘ ��(C�): /$
, 0
1 ↦ /$
, 0�1, 
where 0� = 0� + C�Δ
($
) and 0� = 0
 + C�Δ
($
). So, ��(C�) ∘ ��(C�): /$
, 0
1 ↦ /$
, 0
 + (C� + C�)Δ
1. 

For n application of theorem 1, the mapping is ��(CH) ∘ … ∘ ��(C�) ∘ ��(C�):  /$
, 0
1 ↦ T$0, 00 + (∑ CUVU=1 )<0W$0XY.       (17) 

Corollary 1. Let /$
, 0�1  and /$
, 0�1  both represent 

charged fluid spheres, then for all p /$
, �0� + (1 − �)0�1 

is also a charged fluid sphere. Furthermore, all fluid spheres 

for a fixed $
 can also be written in this form. 

Proof for corollary 1. Suppose /$
, 0�1  and /$
, 0�1 

represent charged fluid spheres, the solutions could satisfy (8) (&�$′ + &$)(0�)7 + (2&�$77 − 2&$7 − 2$)0� +(2 + 16�Δ&�)$ = 0,             (18) (&�$′ + &$)(0�)7 + (2&�$77 − 2&$7 − 2$)0�  +(2 + 16�Δ&�)$ = 0.              (19) 

also represents charged fluid spheres, +(2&�$77 − 2&$7 − 2$)(�0� + (1 − �)0�) (&�$′ + &$)(�0� + (1 − �)0�)7 
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)%2 ) 16�Δ&�'$ � 0. /$
, �0� ) %1 � �'0�1 %&�$Z ) &$'�%0�'7 ) %&�$Z ) &$'%1 � �'%0�'7 )%2&�$77 � 2&$7 � 2$'�0� )%2&�$77 � 2&$7 � 2$'%1 � �'0�  )%2 ) 16�Δ&�'$ � 0              (20) 

From (19) – [�*(17) + %1 � �'*(18)]; ��%2 ) 16�Δ&�'$ � %1 � �'%2 ) 16�Δ&�'$ )%2 ) 16�Δ&�'$ � 0 

Therefore, /$
, �0� ) %1 � �'0�1  represents a charged 

fluid sphere. 

Application of theorem 1 to the Reissner-Nordstrom metric 

 

Figure 2. This structure shows that when we apply theorem 1 to the 

Reissner-Nordstrom metric, we get a new solution. 

The Reissner-Nordstrom metric represent static spherical 

spacetime with charge, 

"#� � � [1 � �\& ) �]�&� ^ "(� 

) _1 � `a� ) `b+�+ c5� "&� ) &�".� .        (21) 

Where �\  is the Schwarzschild radius and �]  is a 

characteristic length scale of charge. For this metric, $
 �d1 � `a� ) `b+�+ . 
In applying theorem 1, use equation (9) 

Δ
 � % $
%&'$
%&' ) &$
7 '�&� exp e2 f $
7 %&'$
%&' $
%&' � &$
7 %&'$
%&' ) &$
7 %&' "&g , 
∆
� &�i%&$
'Zj� k�� ef 4$
7%&$
'Z "&g. 

From calculations using the Maple programme, we obtain 

∆
� �+
Q�5ma+ R+ k�� no`b+`a� ) _1 � 4 `b+`a+ c 4pV Q`a�� � 1Rq. (22) 

Then for all C, the new metric is 

"#� � �$
%&'�"(� ) *�+,-%�'6Dr- ) &�".� .     (23) 

With this s
 , the metric also satisfy anisotropy fluid 

spheres. 

Theorem 2. Suppose /$
%&', 0
%&'1 represents a charged 

fluid sphere. Define 

s
%&' � t ) u A � *�3-%�'+v,-%�' .           (24) 

Then for all C , the geometry defined by holding $
%&' 

fixed and setting 

"#� � �$
%&'�s
%&'�"(� ) *�+,-%�' ) &�".�     (25) 

is also a charged fluid sphere. That is, the mapping of ��%C': /$
, 0
1 G /$
s
%$
, 0
', 0
'1 

takes charged fluid spheres into charged fluid spheres. 

Furthermore, a second application of the transformation does 

not yield a new information; �� is “idempotent”, in the sense 

that [2, 10, 15-17] ��%tH, uH' I … I ��%t�, u�' I ��%t�, u�' � ��%tH … t�t�, uH…��', 
where uH…�� � %u�t�t … tH' ) %t�5�u�t … tH') %t�5�t�5�u … tH' ) w) %t�5�t�5�t5� … uH'. 

Proof for theorem 2. Assume the metric represents a 

charged fluid sphere 

"#� � �$
%&'�"(� ) *�+,-%�' ) &�".�.        (26) 

We know $
 and 0
 are solutions of charged fluid sphere. 

Therefore they satisfy ODE (7)  2&�0
$
77 ) %&�0Z
 � 20
&'$
7 )%2 � 20
 ) 0Z
& ) 16�Δ&�'$
 � 0. 
If we modified the metric as 

"#� � �$�%&'�"(� ) *�+,-%�' ) &�".�,        (27) 

Then $�%&' � $
%&'s
%&'. For this metric, $� and 0
 also 

satisfy charged fluid spheres  2&�0
$�77 ) %&�0Z
 � 20
&'$�7 )%2 � 20
 ) 0Z
& ) 16�Δ&�'$� � 0.       (28) 

Substituting $�%&' � $
%&'s
%&' into equation (28) i2&�0
j$
77s
 ) 2i2&�0
j$
7sZ
 ) 2i2&�0
j$
sZZ
 )i&�07
 � 20
&j$
7s
 ) i&�07
 � 20
&j$
sZ
 )i2 � 20
 ) 07
& ) 16�Δ&�j$
s
 � 0. 
Using equation (7) gives i&�07
 � 20
&j$
s7
 ) 2i2&�0
j$
7sZ
 )2i2&�0
j$
sZZ
 � 0. 
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Therefore, sZZ
sZ
 � � 4&�0
$
7 ) &�07
$
 � 2&0
$
2i2&�0
j$
 � � 2$
7$
 � 07
20
 ) 1&. 
Integrating over r,  

f sZZ
sZ
 "& � � f 2$
7$
 "& � f 07
20
 "& ) f 1& "&, 
we obtain 

pVsZ
 � �2pV$
 � 12 pV0
 ) pV& ) x. 
Then, 

s
7 � u &$
�v0
. 
Finally, 

s
%&' � t ) u A �*�3-%�'+v,-%�' .           (29) 

Proof for idempotent property. For a second application of 

theorem 2, the mapping is ��%t�, u�' I ��%t�, u�': /$
, 0
1 G /$�, 0
1, 
where $� � $�s�%$�, 0
' , $� � $
s
%$
, 0
'  and "s
 �u� �*�3-+v,-. So, 

$� � $
s
%$
, 0
', $� � $
s
%$
, 0
's�%$�, 0
' � $
s
 [t� ) u� f &"&$��v0
%&'^ 

� $
s
 [t� ) u�u� f &"&%$
s
'�v0
%&'^ 

� $
s
 [t� ) u�u� f "s
s
� ^ 

� $
s
 _t� � u�u� y 1s
 � 1t�zc 

� $
 _� u�u� ) s
 yt� ) u�u�
1t�zc, 

then  

s� � � {+{S ) s
 |t� ) {+{S �}S~.           (30) 

As above, the composition law for theorem 1 is 

��%t�, u�' I ��%t�, u�' � �� Qt�t�, u�t� ) {+}SR.    (31) 

Theorem 2 has idempotent property only in special case %t � 1 for all tH) ∏ ��%1, uM' � ��%1, ∑ uMHMN� 'HMN� ,        (32) 

and for n application of theorem 2 with the same t and u  

��%t, u'H=��%tH, uitH5� ) tH5 ) w )t5%H5�' ) t5%H5'j'. 
For large n ��%t, u'H �  ��%tH, uH' � tH5���%t, u' P ��%t, u'. 
Corollary 2. Let /$
, 0�1  and /$
, 0�1  both represent 

charged fluid spheres, then for all p /�$� ) �$� , 0
1 

is also a charged fluid sphere. Furthermore, all charged fluid 

spheres for a fixed 0
 can also be written in this form. 

Proof for corollary 2. Suppose /$� , 0
1  and /$� , 0
1 

represent charged fluid spheres, the solutions could satisfy (7) 2&�0
%$�'77 ) %&�0
7 � 20
&'%$�'7 )%2 � 20
 ) 0
7& ) 16�Δ&�'%$�' � 0,     (33) 

and 2&�0
%$�'77 ) %&�0
7 � 20
&'%$�'7 )%2 � 20
 ) 0
7& ) 16�Δ&�'%$�' � 0.     (34) /�$� ) �$� , 0
1 also represents charged fluid spheres, 2&�0
%�$� ) �$�'77 ) %&�0
7 � 20
&'%�$� ) �$�'7 )%2 � 20
 ) 0
7& ) 16�Δ&�'%�$� ) �$�' � 0 2&�0
%�$�77 ) �$�77' ) %&�0
7 � 20
&'%�$�Z ) �$�Z' )%2 � 20
 ) 0
7& ) 16�Δ&�'%�$� ) �$�' � 0.   (35) 

We found (35) = i� *(33) + %�' *(34)]. Therefore, /�$� ) �$� , 0
1 represent a charged fluid sphere. 

Application of theorem 2 to the Reissner-Nordstrom metric 

 

Figure 3. This structure shows that when we apply theorem 2 to the 

Reissner-Nordstrom metric, we get a new solution. 

The given form of the Reissner-Nordstrom metric is 

"#� � � [1 � �\& ) �]�&� ^ "(� ) [1 � �\& ) �]�&� ^5� "&�, 
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then 

$
 � d1 − `a� + `b+�+ ,            (36) 

and 

0
 = 1 − `a� + `b+�+ .            (37) 

Applying theorem 2, use equation (24) 

s
(&) = t + u f & "&$
(&)�v0
(&) , 
s
(&) = t + u f & "&

_1 − `a� + `b+�+ c/� , 
From calculations using the Maple programme, we obtain 

s
 = t + u[(158 �\� − 32 �]�)ln (− 12 �\ + & + �) 

+ 1� (12 & + 54 �\&� + (32 0� − 158 �\�)&) 

1W−�\� + 4�]�X� ((158 �\2 − 132 �]��\�)& 

+(�2 �]��\ − ���� �\�))],           (38) 

where  

� = d−�\& + �]� + &�, 
then for all t and u, the new metric is 

"#� = −$
(&)�s
�"(� + *�+,-(�) + &�".�.      (39) 

With this s
 , the metric also satisfy anisotropy fluid 

spheres. 

Example of some starting metrics  

Table 1. This table shows the structures of charged anisotropy metric [11-14]. 

Name Metric form (���) 

Reissner-Nordstrom (for a non-ratating charged spherical object) [1 − &\& + &]�&� ^ x�"(� − [1 − &\& + &]�&� ^5� "&� − &�".� 

Tikekar (for positive pressure and negative gradient pressure) �� [− 1124 − 7&�12�� + 49&224�2^ + 0�1 − &��� [18 + 7&�8��^/��� "(� − 10
 "&� − &�".� 

Tolman-Bayin (specific choice n=0 and the total gravitational 
mass, m (r=0)) [1 − 2�� + ����^� "(� − [1 − 2���� ^5� "&� − &�".� 

Psuedo-spheroidal (where A and B are constants, and �� =/�/(� − 1)1(1 + &�/��) 
Q�� + 0 @�p�� Q� + v�� − 1R − v�� − 1BR� "(� − 1 + ��+`+1 + �+`+

"&� − &�".� 

 

2.2.2. Classifying Charged Fluid Spheres 

In referrence to P. Boonserm et. al. [2], we use a similar 

concept to classify charged fluid spheres into seed and 

non-seed metrics based on the following definitions. 

Definition (seed metric): take a metric �  and apply 

theorem 1 or theorem 2 to it. Two different cases are possible 

[2, 10, 15]: each of the applications supplies us with a new 

solution, [��(�) ≜ � ≜ ��(�)]. We define a metric with this 

pattern as a seed metric. For example, figure 2 shows that 

when we apply theorem 1 to the Reissner-Nordstrom metric, 

we derive a new solution (see equation 23). In addition, 

figure 3 shows that when we apply theorem 2 to the 

Reissner-Nordstrom metric, we derive a new solution (see 

equation 39). 

Definition (non-seed metric): take a metric � and apply 

theorem 1 or theorem 2 to it. Two different cases are possible: 

only one of the applications supplies us with a new solution, 

while the other one gives us the same metric we started with [��(�) ≜ � ] or [��(�) ≜ � ]. These metrics are non-seed 

metrics.  

In the classifying step, the generated solutions are classified 

either as seed or non-seed solutions. If the generated solution 

can give rise to a new solution after reapplying it with every 

generating theorem, the solution is regarded as a seed type. On 

the other hand, if the reapplication of the generated solution 

with the generating theorems only results in a new solution 

from just one generating theorem, the solution is classified as a 

non-seed type. We also created a relationship among the two 

theorems. 

3. Conclusion 

The solution generating theorems for anisotropy can be 

constructed in Schwarzschild coordinate. The theorems can 

generate solutions that satisfy anisotropy. The idempotent 

property and corollary of the theorems were presented in this 

work. The application of the solution generating theorems 

has been tested with the Reissner-Nordstrom metric and has 

been shown to generate solutions. Finally, we can classify the 

types of solutions into seed and non-seed, and we can find 

the interrelationship between the solutions. 
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